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FAULTFINDING DEMON 
 
SEERSGATE SAYS: 
 
I have been in certain plans where I have dealt with finding fault with others, yet in this 
detail, I will speak concerning how a person may be under a demon that will have them 
find fault in different dealings. I was in a person’s house. They had children staying 
under that roof there. They were watching over one of the children, yet they would 
blame us if that person veered over and came to stay in our room.  
 
We would sometimes have our door open, and if that child wandered off, it would be 
due to our door staying open, which led that child astray. Instead of owning that error 
of that child wandering off, the person would switch the detail off to another, to take a 
plan that has no ownership. 
 
There are other examples of that demon influence in operation. When control has been 
lost, a person may look for ways to take the plan in being without other owning ways, 
to give a negative perceptive view on a person who gains more favor in their dwelling 
or workspace. Have a way to see it. It’s not competition. It’s a plan to keep a ruling 
way in any situation, to always look better than any who may move into getting favor 
over their way.  
 
How would that faultfinding demon look in a church setting? In a church setting, this 
demon would influence others, to show a way that would seem pleasing and well-
placed in order while pointing out what the other’s weakness may be. Strife would not 
be far away in this group gathered. Competition, on certain levels, would be healthy, 
yet with a way of showing a low-esteeming nature with their peers, a break in unified 
behavior would surface quickly. 
 
If the media person puts a music plug in the wrong vocal and makes the band play off-
key in a music session, here would be where the sound person would blame the music 
team for making him attend too many rehearsals, which made him mess up based on 
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leadership changing his or her mind. Ownership would be: to take full responsibility for 
the instance, and then take a full view at the base of the problem and switch it to an 
opportunity to build up a plan that would give a better result than what was first 
intended. It is okay to acknowledge a person’s fault when dealing with any mistake, yet 
the nature would be to train, mentor, and help others to learn how to walk in integrity. 
 


